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NETWORK SUPPORT OF TDRSS

Cassius C. Smith
TRW White Sands Ground Terminal

P.O. Box 2827
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88004

ABSTRACT

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is controlled by a local computer
network of nine Digital PDP-11/70s and a Univac 1100/82. Distributed processing of
specific software tasks provides for high-speed response to time critical loop support, as
well as increased reliability and flexibility of the overall system. Man-machine interface,
spacecraft monitor/control and computer failover is supported by the distribution of tasks
to specific computers within the network. Altogether, the network support of TDRSS
makes possible tremendous increases in capability over conventional satellite ground
stations.

INTRODUCTION

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System is a system of geosynchronous satellites
positioned at about 40EW longitude and 170EW longitude, with an on-orbit shared spare
positioned between the two. The satellites are controlled by a single ground station located
at White Sands, New Mexico. They are unique in that they perform many functions on
orbit which are normally limited to ground stations.

The system provides spacecraft users with services on a variety of frequencies and coding
schemes with the advantages of fast response time and near-global coverage (see Figures 1
and 2). Extremely accurate user tracking is available with K-band links but S-band may be
used if desired. Data relay and ranging services are also available. Thanks to the global
coverage, manned space flights (e.g., Shuttle) will have voice-link support without the
blackout periods now experienced.

The single ground station for TDRSS is a highly automated facility, unique in that many
typical spacecraft functions are performed on the ground (Figure 3). This design minimizes
spacecraft weight, yet maximizes its capabilities. The TDRSS ground station has
tremendous advantages over typical ground stations (see Figure 4).



THE TDRSS NETWORK

With the fast response times and large number of simultaneous services required, it was
necessary to distribute the data processing tasks in a local computer network.

Dedicated computers in the ground station can perform their tasks more quickly and
efficiently than a single, extremely large computer could. The functional breakdown of
tasks and computers is shown in Figure 5. In addition to the efficiency of distributed
processing, system reliability is increased by computer redundancy and automatic
“failover” to spare (backup) equipment.

Color graphics consoles provide the man-machine interface for control of the ground
station and satellites. Using software provided by TRW, an operator can monitor and
control a spacecraft (Figure 6) or keep track of ground station status (Figure 7). There are
twelve operator consoles, one for each TDRS satellite controller, and the remainder for
scheduling, ground terminal monitoring, and other activities.

The ground station software was designed with an emphasis on structured programming
techniques and modularity. This design complements and enhances the distribution of
functions to separate machines.

High order languages such as JOVIAL and FORTRAN are used for most tasks in the
ground station computers. Assembly language was used for extremely time-critical tasks.
For example, the Ground Communications Equipment data base is updated once per
second; this task is time-critical and is coded in assembly language.

One component of the software was created, in part, as a superset of the vendor software
the EXecutive CONtrol component, (EXCON). This portion of the software provides
operating system interfaces for the high order languages, and effectively enhances those
languages. EXCON software also performs functions to monitor network health, a function
vital to automatic equipment failover. Thus, if a computer proves to be unreliable, it can be
“failed over” to a warm standby computer (see Figure 8).

The applications tasks resident in each computer are dedicated to specific functions.
Special features of these components are enumerated below.

Within each Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) computer resides the TDRS
Operations component (T.O.). Providing telemetry and commanding functions to the
TDRS, each TT&C computer is dedicated to a single satellite. Telemetry mainframes are
processed twice per 1.024 second, and inter-computer messages containing changed
telemetry data are sent to other components for checkpointing (storage) and display



(Figure 6). Additionally, telemetry data are sent to the central computer for computations
of yaw estimation, momentum dumping, and other calculations. Spacecraft commands are
processed five times per second, with considerations such as antenna deadbeat intervals
and momentum wheel pre- and de-emphasis accounted for. During quiescent periods, the
only commands to the spacecraft are “keep-alive” commands, which prevent the necessity
of re-acquisition. Attitude determination for each TDRS is performed once per second
during active periods, to provide a reference point for TDRS-to-user spacecraft antenna
angles to be calculated and used for a service. The T.O. component dedicated to a TDRS
provides a central point for all commands going to the spacecraft.

The Ground Terminal Operations and Support (GTOS) component provides man-machine
interface with the computer network, as well as monitor and control of spacecraft and
ground station. It resides in the Segment Control (SC) computer. High resolution color
graphics consoles provide the actual man-machine interface. GTOS provides a command
language, with many data entries, depending on the function desired. As mentioned above,
ground station status or spacecraft parameters can be monitored in graphics display.

Early in the project, the color terminals were thought to be an unnecessary frill, and a
possible target for cost savings. However, after many man-hours at the consoles, it has
proven to be almost a necessity in reducing operator fatigue and boredom. Color also
serves as a highlighter for high interest items, and it enables tighter “packing” of displayed
data while maintaining readability. An operator at the color console can monitor the
ground station configuration for a service as well as transmit messages to NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. Using the MMI software, a satellite controller may select warning
(yellow) or alarm (red) conditions to be indicated by bi-level telemetry flags or by
thresholds being exceeded on the spacecraft. For example, the operator might want to hear
an audible alarm if the earth is not present in an earth sensor scan or if the battery voltage
falls below a certain level (see Figure 9).

It is easy to perceive the complexity with only two machines dedicated to their tasks (one
for TT&C, one for MMI) but our ground station network is even more complex.
Remember that we have three TDRS on orbit, each of which is controlled by a separate
computer. The specialization of each machine requires an intricate message routing system
to ensure that the correct TDRS is being commanded or the user service is assigned to the
correct TDRS.

This message switching takes place in the Inter Processor Multiplexor, or IPM. All
intercomputer messages are routed through the IPM. This design relieves the other
processors from deciding where to send a message (they’ve got better things to do); they
merely send it to the IPM, and the software there switches the data to the appropriate
destination computer. Another task within the IPM monitors the intercomputer links



throughout the network. Thus, the IPM is primarily responsible for determining whether a
computer is operating in the network correctly, or needs to be failed over to a warm spare.

The external message interface to NASA is also in the IPM. An operator-generated
message to NASA (Figure 10) is routed through the IPM to NASA from the GTOS
software component (MMI). All NASA-bound messages, (for example, schedule order
rejections or tracking service data messages) go through this IPM interface.

The Inter Processor Multiplexor permits the other computers to perform their time-critical
tasks without needing to know what the rest of the network is doing. Thus, much greater
overall efficiency can be achieved with this design.

Within the network, there is a large, dual processor mainframe computer (UNIVAC
1100/82). The ground station can operate, though in a degraded mode, with only one of the
processors active. This computer is known as “CENTRAL”, and there are three software
functions active in it: User Service Support, TDRS Support, and the ubiquitous EXCON.
These three components are resident in the mainframe computer because of the fast I/O
and instruction speed needed for the highly complex tasks they must perform.

The User Service Support component supports services by scheduling the ground
equipment required for each service, initiating and maintaining the user links, and
configuring the TDRS antennae to support the service. With 300 racks of equipment,
scheduling and reserving the equipment necessary for a service is a complex task in itself.
Add to that the generation of ephemeris data for up to 100 user spacecraft and 4 TDRS
(done by TDRS Support software), computation of doppler compensation data and look
angles for the TDRS-user link, keeping track of up to 1200 requests in storage, with up to
76 simultaneous services and the task becomes mind-boggling. The need for a fast
computer is obvious in this case.

Network health is monitored by EXCON in the central computer. All vital TT&C data
throughout the network is “checkpointed” to central, which then can “re-load” the warm
standby TT&C with the checkpointed data in the event of failover. This is an extremely
time-critical task which requires very quick response.

The redundancy of computers ensures that the full network’s capabilities are retained even
if one of each functional computer goes down. Failover may be automatic or operator
initiated. Automatic failover occurs when certain errors are reported to Central, or when
handshakes with a computer stop. Operator-initiated failover may be used to free up a
computer for routine maintenance. Thus, the overall system reliability is enhanced by this
failover design.



Let us now trace a service through the system for a user.

• Thirty minutes (or up to 48 hours) prior to the start of service, NASA defines the
service and indicates start/stop times. Also, user signal characteristics are defined,
including doppler compensations for user frequencies and orbital dynamics.

• Software checks availability of the link and reserves the equipment, both on the
ground and in space.

• User ephemeris is computed.

• Just before service start, GCE and spacecraft antennae are commanded to the correct
configuration.

• Service is initiated.

• Tracking data (if desired) are collected and sent to NASA.

• If Forward link, commands are sent to user spacecraft “bent-pipe” style; if return,
telemetry or stored data is returned from the user spacecraft (also “bent-pipe”).

• Service is terminated; NASA is notified of the termination.

This sequence of events permits NASA to collect telemetry data from a lower orbit
satellite at any time, 24 hours a day. In fact, a service can last 24 hours if desired. For an
emergency service, the chain of events can take place as little as 5 minutes prior to service
start time. For a shuttle payload, the shuttle service can be reconfigured to a separate
payload service in only 15 seconds. These incredibly small response times could only be
possible with distributed processing of the time-critical functions.

The separate software functions can communicate efficiently and operate faster overall in
separate computers than a single computer would permit. Additionally, the failover design
enhances the system reliability.

CONCLUSION

Considering the TDRSS as a complete system, the comparison with a typical ground
station is quite impressive. Faster response times, simultaneous services and global
coverage were unheard of only a few years ago (see Figure 4). Combine these advantages
with the ease of maintaining a single ground station within our own political borders, and it
is easy to visualize TDRSS as the “ground station” of the future.



Figure 1.  System Concept

Figure 2.  Coverage Limits



• TRANSPARENT SATELLITE

• GROUND PERFORMS MANY USUAL SATELLITE FUNCTIONS 

- ATTITUDE CONTROL

- USER TRACKING

- ANTENNA POINTING

- K-BAND AUTOTRACK

• SOFTWARE PERFORMS MANY USUAL HARDWARE FUNCTIONS

Figure 3.  Unique System Characteristics

                    ITEM                    TYPICAL GROUND STATION TDRSS GROUND STATION

ACTIVE ANTENNAS
COMPUTERS
UPLINKS
DOWNLINKS
SERVICE LOAD
SERVICE TIME
NORMAL RESPONSE TIME
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
TIME
RECONFIGURATION TIME
EPHEMERIS
DETERMINATION
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
USER SIMULATION

1
1
1
2

5-20 PASSES/DAY
5-15 MINUTES/PASS
1 DAY
2 HOURS
2 HOURS
1/PASS
50 RACKS
N/A

6 GROUND, 26-TDRS
10

3-TDRS, 15-FORWARD
3-TDRS, 32-RETURN
-2500/DAY
1 MINUTE - 24 HOURS
 30 MINUTES
5 MINUTES
15 SEC - 5 MINUTES
3-TDRS, 100 USER S/C
300 RACKS

5

Figure 4.  Comparison of Ground Station Capability



Figure 5.  Computer Functional Breakdown

Figure 6.  TDRSS Computer Configuration



Figure 7.  Ground Station Data Display

Figure 8.  TDRSS Computer Configuration 



Figure 9.  Information List

Figure 10.  Message to NASA


